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Standard reference currency (currency 

denominated) share classes:

Institutional share classes (‘IC’) are issued for the 

HGIF funds, and these may have different reference 

currencies (i.e. currency of denomination), as not all 

investors will wish to subscribe and redeem in the 

base currency of the fund.

The reference currency represents the currency in 

which the net asset value per share will be calculated, 

and is also the currency in which subscriptions and 

redemptions are settled.

This allows investors to make an investment in their 

currency of choice, rather than having to convert a 

subscription to the base currency. 

There is no currency hedging undertaken for these 

classes, and investors in these share classes will not 

only be exposed to market risk, but returns will also 

depend upon currency fluctuations between their share 

class reference currency and the fund’s underlying 

portfolio currencies, or the fund base currency (in the 

case of funds which aim to hedge portfolio currencies 

to the fund base currency)

These share classes are denoted by the inclusion of 

the shortened currency name in their share class 

name (e.g. ICEUR; ICGBP). 

There is a range of share classes available for 

the HSBC Global Investment Funds (‘HGIF’) 

sub-funds (‘funds’) which offer different 

currency exposures to investors.

This guide explains the features of these share 

classes in terms of currency exposure:

 Standard reference currency (currency 

denominated) share classes

 Currency Hedged share classes

 Currency Overlay share classes

It sets out the investor considerations to be made 

when investing in these classes, and provides 

examples to help illustrate these clearly. 

For further information please speak with the 

HSBC Global Asset Management team in your 

region.

In contrast, Currency Hedged and Currency Overlay 

share classes seek to provide alternative currency 

exposures.

Currency Hedged share classes:

For those investors who are not comfortable with this 

currency risk, there are a number of HGIF funds which 

issue Currency Hedged share classes.

The aim of these Currency Hedged share classes is to 

protect against exchange rate fluctuations between the 

share class and the base currency of the fund. 

HGIF offers Currency Hedged share classes for those 

funds where either:

– the currency exposure of the fund’s underlying 

investments is predominantly hedged to the currency 

of the share class, or

– the fund’s base currency is hedged to the currency of 

the share class and the fund is managed to a return 

in the fund base currency. The portfolio investments 

may be exposed to multiple currencies (e.g. a EUR 

hedged class of HSBC GIF GEM Debt Total Return 

Fund).

– . 
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Currency hedging is achieved by entering into foreign 

currency transactions such as currency forward 

transactions, currency futures, or other form of 

derivatives which are specified in the fund’s prospectus.

Currency Hedged share classes are denoted as ‘H’ in 

the shortened share class name.

The implementation of the Currency Hedged share 

classes is separate from the various strategies that the 

fund managers may actively seek to implement at a fund 

level to manage currency risks within each fund.  

Benefits of a currency hedged share class

Offering a hedging strategy allows investors to reduce 

the risks of exchange rate fluctuations affecting the 

investment returns from those funds with overseas 

investments. 

Key things to consider 

While Currency Hedged share classes aim to limit 

investors’ currency risk:

 Currency hedging does not provide exactly the same 

return as the base currency share class but rather 

attempts to replicate the returns as closely as possible

 The purpose of a Currency Hedged share class is not 

to provide active currency management or hedge any 

specific underlying currency position within a sub-fund.

Currency Overlay share classes:

The aim of HGIF Currency Overlay share classes is to 

provide a return consistent with the return on a share 

class with a reference currency which is the same as the 

fund’s base currency. However, the returns may differ 

due to various factors including interest rate differentials 

between the share class reference currency and the 

fund’s base currency and transaction costs.

HGIF issues Currency Overlay share classes where the 

fund’s base currency is hedged to the currency of the 

share class and the fund’s underlying portfolio has a 

material exposure to assets which are denominated in a 

currency (or currencies) which is (are) different to the 

fund’s base currency. 

Investors will be exposed to currency exchange rate 

movements of the underlying portfolio currencies against 

the fund base currency (rather than the reference 

currency of the share class).

Currency overlay is achieved in a similar way to 

currency hedging, by the share class entering into 

foreign currency transactions such as currency forward 

transactions, currency futures or other form of 

derivatives. 

Currency hedged share classes are denoted as ‘O’ in 

the shortened share class name.

Benefits of a Currency Overlay share class

The Currency Overlay share class enables investors to 

access base currency returns but in the currency of the 

share class.  

Key things to consider 

Investors should remember that:

 There is no guarantee that the underlying portfolio 

currencies will appreciate against the base currency 

and, depending on currency movements, an investor’s 

return may be less than if they had invested in a non-

Currency Overlay share class denominated in their 

base currency.  

 There is no guarantee that a currency overlay 

objective will be achieved. 

For example, take a fund investing in 

assets denominated in several emerging 

markets currencies, operating with a USD

base currency. 

Following a subscription into the EUR 

Currency Overlay share class, the 

Administration agent converts EUR to USD

and enters into a USD/EUR currency 

forward transaction with the aim of 

creating an overlay currency exposure.

Here, though the investment is in EUR, the

investor would be exposed to the movement 

of the underlying portfolio emerging markets

currencies relative to USD. 
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Potential impacts of hedging on the expected 

returns of the share classes

While hedged share classes aim to closely replicate the 

returns of the funds base currency, their investment 

performance may vary due to the long-term interest rate 

differential and additional fees.

The main contributor to differences in returns between 

the hedged share class and the base currency is 

typically explained by the long-term interest rate 

differential. This may result in a positive or negative 

effect, depending on the existing rates.

Secondly, the fees of 5.5 bps charged by an 

administration agent appointed to carry out the 

implementation of the Currency Hedged share classes, 

which are chargeable to the share class, will impact the 

fund’s overall returns.

This is an example only for illustrative purposes. Interest rates and performance 

are likely to change.

Other factors which may also contribute to an imperfect 

hedge are:

 Changes in interest rate differentials over the short 

term

 Differences between the timing of the fund’s NAV 

being priced and the implementation of adjustments to 

the hedge

 Unrealised profit or loss on the hedge that is 

incorporated in the daily NAV price, but remains 

uninvested until the profit or loss is crystallised with 

the rollover of the hedge. Hedged overlays are 

generally rolled on a monthly basis to avoid 

unnecessary transactions costs

 Intra-day movements of the underlying securities in 

the base currency may not be fully reflected, as 

hedges are normally adjusted once a day

 Transactions costs will also have a minor impact and 

will reduce the return of the hedged share class over 

time

Further key things to consider for both Currency 

Hedged and Currency Overlay investors 

 Movements in currency exchange rates can materially 

impact investment returns and investors should 

ensure they fully understand the difference between 

investment in Currency Hedged or Currency Overlay 

share classes versus investment in standard (currency 

denominated) share classes. 

 Currency Hedged or Currency Overlay share classes 

are not recommended for investors whose base 

currency of investment is different to the reference 

currency of the Currency Hedged or Currency Overlay 

share class. Investors who choose to convert their 

base currency to the reference currency of a Currency 

Hedged or Currency Overlay share class and 

subsequently invest in a share class should be aware 

that they may be exposed to higher currency risks and 

may suffer material losses as a result of exchange 

rate fluctuations between the reference currency of the 

Currency Hedged or Currency Overlay share class 

and their own base currency.

 Currency Hedged and Currency Overlay share 

classes will be hedged irrespective of whether the 

target currency is declining or increasing in value.
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Explanation of currency exposures using example portfolios:

The table below sets out three example portfolios and explains the currency exposure provided by various share 

classes. Importantly, this highlights that the combination of the currency profile of the underlying portfolio and the 

currency profile of the share class will determine the overall exposure an investor will be exposed to.

Example A: Asia Equity Fund example – underlying portfolio has no exposure to the base currency of 

the fund 

1. AUD Denominated Class

Investor subscribes and redeems in AUD and is exposed to long portfolio currencies versus AUD.

2. AUD Overlay Class

Investor subscribes and redeems in AUD and is exposed to long portfolio currencies versus USD.

Example B: Global Equity Fund example – underlying portfolio has some exposure to the 

base currency of the fund

Asia Equity Fund example

Base currency: USD

Portfolio currency Exposure

YEN 50%

SGD 30%

TWD 20%

Currency Exposure

Portfolio currencies YEN 50%

SGD 30%

TWD 20%

Investor subscribes in AUD AUD -100%

Currency Exposure

Portfolio currencies YEN 50% 

SGD 30%

TWD 20%

Investor subscribes 

in AUD

AUD -100%

FX forward (short 

USD / long AUD)

USD -100%

AUD +100%

Currency Exposure

YEN 50%

SGD 30%

YWD 20%

USD -100%

Global Equity Fund example

Base currency: USD

Portfolio currency Exposure

USD 50%

EUR 30%

GBP 20%

Net

position
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1. AUD Denominated Class

Investor subscribes and redeems in AUD and is exposed to long portfolio currencies versus AUD.

2. AUD Overlay Class

Investor subscribes and redeems in AUD and 50% of their investment is exposed long portfolio currencies versus 

USD, the other 50% is hedged to AUD.

Example C: Global Equity Fund example– underlying portfolio is hedged to the base currency of the 

fund

1. AUD Denominated Class

Investor subscribes and redeems in AUD and is 

exposed to USD versus AUD.

Currency Exposure

Portfolio currencies USD 50%

EUR 30%

GBP 20%

Investor subscribes in AUD AUD -100%

Currency Exposure

Portfolio currencies USD 50% 

EUR 30%

GBP 20%

Investor subscribes 

in AUD

AUD -100%

FX forward (short 

USD / long AUD)

USD -100%

AUD +100%

Currency Exposure

USD -50%

EUR 30%

GBP 20%

Currencies Exposure

Portfolio currencies USD 50% 

EUR 30%

GBP 20%

FX forward (short

EUR / long USD)

EUR -30%

USD 30%

FX Forward (short

GBP / long USD)

GBP -20%

USD 20%

Currency Exposure

USD 100%

Net

position

Net

position

2. AUD Hedged Class

Investor subscribes and redeems in AUD and has no 

currency exposure.

Currency Exposure

Net portfolio 

currency exposure

USD 100%

Investor subscribes 

in AUD

AUD -100%

Currency Exposure

Net portfolio 

currency exposure

USD 100%

Investor subscribes 

in AUD

AUD -100%

FX Forward (short 

USD / long AUD)

USD -100%

AUD +100%
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Important information 

This presentation is distributed by HSBC Global Asset Management (France) and is 

only intended for professional investors as defined by MiFID. The information 

contained herein is subject to change without notice. All non-authorised reproduction 

or use of this commentary and analysis will be the responsibility of the user and will 

be likely to lead to legal proceedings. This document has no contractual value and is 

not by any means intended as a solicitation, nor a recommendation for the purchase 

or sale of any financial instrument in any jurisdiction in which such an offer is not 

lawful. The commentary and analysis presented in this document reflect the opinion 

of HSBC Global Asset Management  on the markets, according to the information 

available to date. They do not constitute any kind of commitment from HSBC Global 

Asset Management (France). Consequently, HSBC Global Asset Management 

(France) will not be held responsible for any investment or disinvestment decision 

taken on the basis of the commentary and/or analysis in this document.  

All data come from HSBC Global Asset Management unless otherwise specified. 

Any third party information has been obtained from sources we believe to be reliable, 

but which we have not independently verified. Representative overview of the 

investment process, which may differ by product, client mandate or market 

conditions. 

The funds presented in this document may not be registered and/or authorised for 

sale in your country. The performance figures displayed in the document relate to the 

past and past performance should not be seen as an indication of future returns. It is 

important to remember that the value of investments and any income from them can 

go down as well as up and is not guaranteed. Please note that certain funds are 

authorised to invest a in structured products and derivatives, which may be less 

liquid than standard bond issues. Please note that certain funds are invested in 

investment grade, below investment grade and non rated issues. 

Funds that invest in securities listed on a stock exchange or market could be 

affected by general changes in the stock market. The value of investments can go 

down as well as up due to equity markets movements. Investments in emerging 

markets have by nature higher risk and are potentially more volatile than those made 

in developed countries. Small and mid cap markets are occasionally affected by a 

temporary lack of liquidity; they may be subject to greater fluctuations than large cap

markets and be more difficult for the fund manager to buy or sell. Investment in 

Financial Derivative Instruments (FDI) may result in losses in excess of the amount 

invested. This is because a small movement in the price of the underlying financial 

instrument may result in a substantial movement in the price of the FDI.

As interest rates rise debt securities will fall in value. The value of debt securities is 

inversely proportional to interest rate movements. Issuers of debt securities may fail 

to meet their regular interest and/or capital repayment obligations. All credit 

instruments therefore have potential for default. 

Fluctuations in the rate of exchange of currencies may have a Any forecast, 

projection or target where provided is indicative only and is not guaranteed in any 

way. HSBC Global Asset Management (France) accepts no liability for any failure to 

meet such forecast, projection or target. 

HSBC GIF funds are sub-funds of HSBC Global Investment Funds , a Luxemburg 

domiciled SICAV. Shares of the Company may not be offered for sale or sold to any 

"U.S. Person within the meaning of the Articles of Incorporation, i.e. a citizen or 

resident of the United States of America (the "United States"), a partnership 

organised or existing under the laws of any state, territory or possession of the 

United States, or a corporation organised or existing under the laws of the United 

States or of any state, territory or possession thereof, or any estate or trust, other 

than an estate or trust the income of which from sources outside the United States is 

not includible in gross income for purposes of computing United States income tax 

payable by it. Before subscription, investors should refer to the Key Investor 

Information Document (KIID) of the fund as well as its complete prospectus. For 

more detailed information on the risks associated with this fund, investors should 

refer to the complete prospectus of the fund.

This material is solely for the attention of institutional, professional, qualified or 

sophisticated investors and distributors. It is not to be distributed to the general 

public, private customers or retail investors in any jurisdiction 

Important information for Luxembourg investors: HSBC entities in Luxembourg are regulated and authorised by the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier (CSSF).

Important information for Swiss investors: This document may be distributed in Switzerland only to qualified investors according to Art. 10 para 3, 3bis and 3ter of the Federal 

Collective Investment Schemes Act (CISA). The presented fund is authorised for distribution in Switzerland in the meaning of Art. 120 of the Federal Collective Investment 

Schemes Act. (Potential) investors are kindly asked to consult the latest issued Key Investor Information Document (KIID), prospectus, articles of incorporation and the (semi-

)annual report of the fund which may be obtained free of charge at the head office of the representative: HSBC Global Asset Management (Switzerland) Ltd., Bederstrasse 49, 

P.O. Box, CH-8002 Zurich. Paying agent: HSBC Private Bank (Suisse) S.A., Quai des Bergues 9-17, P. O. Box 2888, CH-1211 Geneva 1.
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